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Trey Penton
Trey Penton

General Information Physical Characteristics
Species: Yamataian Height: 6'4“
Gender: Male Weight: 185lbs
Age: 39 (born YE 01 ) Measurements:
Employer: Origin Industries Hair: blonde
Occupation: OriSec Eyes: Grey
Rank: Master Sergeant Family: Penton Family
Current Assignment: OIF Reaper

Trey is an NPC played by Kai
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'4” Mass: 185 Build and Skin Color: Trey is rather tall and skinny, with quite a lanky build. His
skin has just enough of a tan to show that he often works outside. Facial Features and Eye Color: Trey
has a medium sized square jaw, and usually sports a bit of stubble, since he often forgets to shave. His
eyes are a steely grayish-blue. Hair Color and Style: Trey's Light brown, almost blonde hair is mostly
fairly short, except in the front, where it often hangs in front of his face unless tucked behind his ears.
The hair on the back of his head sticks out a bit near his neck. Distinguishing Features: Trey's almost
constant stubble and skinny build usually set him apart from the mostly clean shaven or fully bearded
and well built marines.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Trey is a bit of an oddball in his ideas and personality. He mostly refuses to go with the
flow, but, he doesn't go against it, in his word he goes “across it”. Instead of doing something because
it's popular, he does something if he feels it's useful. This has led him to become fairly laid back, though
not to the point of laziness. He is dependable, and can be counted on when you need him to fix
something or back you up. Being a family man, he is not the Sex craved lunatic many Nepleslian men are
seen as being.

Likes: His family, fixing things, free time. Dislikes: Going with the flow, Cybernetics. Goals: to provide a
stable living for his family.

History

Trey grew up in a suburban area of Roger Wilco city, And lived a fairly comfortable life there. In school he
was quite interested in mechanical things, and learned how to fix things such as cars and household
items. He spent many of his younger years helping out in his father's shop and figured he'd stay there for
a while, but eventually got bored with it and joined the Star army of Yamatai as a tech sentry. During
basic training, he found that he was a natural with a rifle and went on to take sniper training, passing
with flying colors. His affinity for machines, however, kept him on the ships most of the time, and slowed
his rate of promotion. When he was 22, he met the love of his life, Rosey, and Married her very quickly.
He quit the Military soon after that, and decided to settle down and start a family, which he did. When he
was 26, however, fate threw him a nasty chance and he had his arm destroyed by a red gangster on a
business trip. Trey hated the thought of getting cybernetics and opted instead to travel to Yamatai and
transfer to a Yamataian body. With the upcoming Kennewes Invasion, and his new-found hatred for the
reds, Trey enlisted into the SAoN as a marine to take out his anger on the red bastards and feel as if he
was protecting his family.

After helping in the Kennewes invasion, Trey was transferred to the NSS Nerkat, where he somehow
managed to get sick from poisoning, and missed their one mission. Following some form of problem or
another, he was transferred to his third post: The NSS Acadia.
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After serving with Nepleslia for several years and his contract coming to an end, Trey sought a more
stable and reliable form of employment in the form of Origin Industries. Once he was discharged from the
SMoDIoN, he applied for and was accepted to a position with Origin Security, which he fit into quite
quickly. His family moved to the safety of Dawn Station, Trey embarked on the next portion of his career
path: Civilian life. Although he is still in a semi-military field, he has much more say over what he can do,
as well as the ability to pick and choose where and when he wants to go on an assignment.

In YE 40, he took an assignment with the OIF Reaper, which was less a security detail and more of a
salvage operation, allowing him to use more of his skills.

Skills

Maintenance and repair

Trey is familiar with and able to fix most problems with vehicle components and to an extent, systems.
He is well-versed on how Many parts function and the theory behind each, And will be able to keep things
operating within normal parameters.

Fighting and Physical

Trey received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling and/or killing
opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons he is trained
in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all
kinds. Trey can repair weaponry with adequate tools and time. Trey is in excellent physical shape and
has considerable endurance. He is also able to pilot land-based power armors, but must rely on the suit’s
A.I. to do anything advanced. He has a bit of an affinity for Sniping opponents over long distances.

Communications

Trey is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground vehicles, power armor, and shuttles
in both combat and non-combat conditions. Trey is fluent in English. He can speak and write both
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. Trey is skilled in
field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication (hand signals, flashing
lights, etc).

Survival

Trey knows how to survive in hostile environments. He can build shelters, hunt and forage for food, build
a fire, etc. Trey can camouflage himself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_40
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Strategy (tactics/discipline)

Trey can understand and give out tactical commands and work with his troop to follow those commands
efficiently. He knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively trained in
discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under extreme
pressure (combat, etc). Trey is able to recognize ambush points. He knows basic math in order to
calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.

Pilot

Trey knows how to pilot power armors beyond the general knowledge provided by fighting/physical. He
knows the ins and outs of a power armor system and is able to diagnose and solve minor to moderate
system problems (electronic malfunctions, intake problems), and can perform repairs with proper tools.
He can operate hand-controlled flight systems. He is very skilled in armor maneuvering and weapons
operations in both combat and non-combat situations. He is skilled in space-based engagements.

Domestic (cooking)

Having a family taught Trey many things that many marines don't know, one of which is cooking. he
found it to be similar to fixing things in the way that it requires detailed instructions at first, but with time
you can learn exactly how to do it. His specialty is breakfast foods including pancakes, french toast,
bacon, eggs, sausage, etc.

Clothing

Clothing

1x Origin Industries Uniform
3x Origin Security Uniform
5x white T-Shirt with OI Logo
5x boxers or briefs with OI logo (white, black, green, blue, and gold)
5 pairs of black Socks

Weapons

1x ODM 10mm Pistol
4x 10mm Magazines

1x Standard General Assault Rifle
4x Interchangeable High-Volume Capacitor

1x Rocket Pistol, NAM 12mm RPB Pistol
1x Rocket Pistol belt, black, with RPB holster
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2x extra regular round magazines
1x Handheld Gauss Rifle

1x Heavy Use HGR magazine

Hygiene

1x Hygiene kit
1x toothbrush
1x tube of toothpaste
1x bar of soap
1x bottle of shampoo

2x white towel with OI logo
1x bathrobe or Yukata, white or black, with OI logo.

Miscellaneous

1x Styrling Muur Armor 1)

Accessories

1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey 1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.

Finances

Trey penton is Currently a Master Sergeant with Origin Security, he makes 600 KS/week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 DA Starting Money
8600 DA +2600 1 year at 50DA/week

13,800 DA +5200 1 year at 100DA/week
29,400 DA +15,600 2 years at 150 DA/week
20,000 DA -9400 Moved family

OOC/Extras
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Character Data
Character Name Trey Penton
Character Owner Kai
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

In Origin Colors, with OriSec logo
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